The Post War Decade
threat of United Nations intervention forced the Red Array to
withdraw from Iran in May 1946,
In the immediate post-war years the Soviet Union also cast her
eyes toward Turkey and asked for the return of the provinces oC
Kars and Ardahan which had been ceded to her in 1921. The
Soviet Union also reached for a base at the Dardanelles and sought
to impose on Turkey a bilateral revision of the Montreux Coa-
vention of 1936 to give Russia a privikged position in the Bos-
phorous and the Dardanelles. It was, also designed to exclude the
Western Powers, especially Great Britain, France and the United
States from all future participation in the Straits question, and to
place the Straits exclusively under the control of the Black Sea
Powers. The United States actively and successfully fought
against this plan and thereby enabled Turkey to stave off the
Soviet pressure.3 The United States could not allow Turkey to
come under Soviet influence since it was of obvious strategic im-
portance to her. Its geographic position afforded a command of
land, sea and air communications in much of the Balkans and the
Middle East and, moreover, it also formed an obstacte to Soviet
expansion towards the Mediterranean and the oil lands of the
Middle East
After haying failed in her attempt to pressurize Iras and
Turkey, the Soviet Union turned to outflanking these two nations
by concentrating her attention on Greece. It was believed that
if Greece collapsed, it would be only a question of time before
Iran and Turkey crumbled to Soviet power. The inability of
Great Britain to continue its role of providing military and econo-
mic aid to Greece and Turkey in order to strengthen them agaiast
Soviet pressures compelled the United States to act in this sitt&-
tion. It was realized that inaction might resolt in the collapse of
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